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NEWS

KSU Men advertises for their upcoming Conferences outside of the Clendinin Bldg.

Courtesy of Sage Gerard

KSU Men’s CLub Fights Femenism
Sierra Hubbard Staff Writer
KSU Men, a men’s rights
group on campus, is
pressing onward after recent
allegations of connections to
a hate group were put to rest.
KSU Men is led by Sage
Gerard, a senior and computer
science major.
“We are a community of men
and women that talks about
issues affecting men and boys,”
Gerard said, “[We] advocate
solutions for issues affecting
male students on campus.”
In an anonymous email, an
unnamed individual claimed
that KSU Men is affiliated with
a hate group and called for a
review of the organization’s
application “to ensure that
KSUM meets KSU’s nondiscrimination requirements.”
The group in question is A Voice
for Men, a sponsor of KSUM
led by Paul Elam. Sage Gerard
is also the collegiate activism
director for A Voice for
Men (AVfM).
Concerns raised in the email
included the accusation that
AVfM was listed as a hate group
by the Southern Poverty Law
Center. The organization is
known for denouncing chivalry

and the institution of marriage,
and their many articles
condemning false accusations
of rape against men.
Though it was confirmed
that AVfM is not listed as a
hate group by the SPLC, Paul
Elam was more than willing to
address these other issues.
Elam explains that the
organization’s mission
statement discouraging chivalry
is meant to promote gender
equality. “When we define
chivalry, we’re talking about
special treatment, special
accommodations, special
deference to women delivered
by men,” Elam said. “That
sort of social mentality is not
consistent with the idea
of equality.”
Denouncing marriage is more
of a legal issue for AVfM.
“We denounce it as it is
currently practiced and is
currently affected by our family
law system,” Elam said. “You’ll
also note on that mission
statement that we recognize
that marriage has historically
been a part of what we would
call the fabric of our society
and a very important part of

it. But family courts have been
corrupted to the point through
the use of Title IV-D funding,
through the bias against fathers
in the courtrooms, the bias in
custody disputes, the issuance
of restraining orders without
evidence or corroboration in
order to get a leg up in the
divorce, [this] makes it a very
hostile environment.”
Elam also expresses the
group’s concerns for children of
these families. “Children that are
alienated by fathers, through
the use of the family courts,
have the greatest tendency
toward, what we would call, a
negative impact on psychosocial factors, like truancy,
teen pregnancy, drug use,
criminality, you name it.”
The original email also
claimed that AVfM “insists
that 92 out of 102 rape cases
are false accusations.” This
information was pulled from a
contributor’s article on AVfM’s
website, and Elam denies that
this is the position of
his organization.
“No, the editorial position of
AVfM is, I believe, the factual
one, which is that nobody

knows the percentage of
allegations that are false,”
he said. It’s not something
that’s easily ascertainable. The
estimates range anywhere from
2 percent to 45 percent and I
saw one in one case that said
60 percent.”
“Our position is that in the
end it doesn’t matter. If it’s 2
percent, that’s a lot of people
falsely accused, Elam said.
“Whatever the rate, it’s certainly
a problem for the numbers of
men that are accused of
rape falsely.”
While Elam does not believe
there is a strict ‘solution’ to this
problem, he does believe in
opportunities that can be taken
to help the issue.
“I do think that educating
young men on scenarios that
can result in a false accusation
is helpful,” he said. “I think
that prosecutors and police
being mandated to arrest
and prosecute false accusers,
which they currently cannot
do, is a possible part of
addressing the problem. And
I think that educating people
about the consequences of
false accusations on the lives

of people that are wrongly
accused can also help be part of
addressing the problem.”
In response to the concerned
individual, Michael Sanseviro,
the Dean of Students for KSU,
sent an email explaining the
university’s obligations to
protect students’ constitutional
rights on campus.
“As a university receiving
public funding, we must
afford freedom of speech on
our campus, regardless of
the content of that message
or the parties delivering that
message,” Sanseviro said. “Many
student organizations affiliate,
whether formally or informally,
with organizations that do
not adhere to the university’s
nondiscrimination statement,
but we can only focus on the
specific behaviors and actions of the registered student
organization itself and
its members.”
Dr. Sanseviro confirmed
in the email that no action
will be taken against KSUM.
“Attempting to silence the
extreme or marginalized voices
can risk a slippery slope of
intolerance, and perceptions
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of what is extreme can vary
greatly across time and place,”
Sanseviro said. “At KSU we are
committed to equal access for
all voices.”
With these accusations put
to rest and AVfM working as a
sponsor and strong supporter,
KSUM presses onward in its
goals for male students
on campus.
One of their objectives
is to change the name of
the Women’s Resource
and Interpersonal Violence
Prevention Center. The group
wants ‘Women’s Resource’ taken
out of the name.
“They offer services to
both men and women at
the Interpersonal Violence
Prevention Center,” Sage Gerard
said. “The problem is that,
basically, they have a unisex
restroom, but they taped a
women’s sign over the unisex
sign. So guys don’t even realize
that the services are available
to men.
The idea is to have a gender
neutral name for that center
so that men and women both
understand that there’s a place
for them.”
Shameka Wilson, director of
the WRIVPC, disagrees with this
viewpoint and does not believe
such a change is feasible.
“I do not foresee the name
of the WRIVPC changing in the
near future,” Wilson said. “Men
are more than welcome to take
part in events and programs
sponsored by the WRIVPC. In
addition, the Assistant Dean
of Student Success has met
with the student officials of
the KSU student organization,
Kennesaw State University Men,
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and has informed them that the
University is growing and that
there may be opportunities in
the future to develop a Men’s
Resource Center.”
Until such an entity exists,
however, KSUM will continue in
its efforts to change the center’s
name.
Secondly, the group wants
to see changes to the Gender
and Women’s Studies Program
at KSU.
“What we want to do is we
want to diversify the literature,”
Gerard said. “In essence, there’s
coverage for LGBT, black
community, and women. But
there’s no coverage necessarily
for masculinity, at least not in a
way that’s really sensitive to the
male experience.”
Stacy Keltner, coordinator
of the Gender and Women’s
Studies Program, points out the
many different areas covered. “If
you look at our course offerings,
you will see that our program is
very diverse,” Keltner said. “We
have courses on Masculinity
Studies, Black Feminisms,
Transnational Feminisms, Queer
Theory and Sexuality, and we
just passed a course on LGBTQ
Identities that will launch
next fall.”
This has been taken into
consideration by KSUM,
however, and does not satisfy
their concerns.
“I don’t think that the
masculinity studies course
is approaching men with a
good attitude,” Gerard said.
“It approaches men with
the attitude that they are, in
essence, angry, incapable of
controlling their emotions, and
things of that nature. I don’t

think that the masculinity
studies course is fully
representative of the full male
perspective. Again, talking
about renaming things, I’d say
go ahead and call it Gender
Studies. That branding thing
doesn’t need to be as centric on
one gender.”
Dr, Keltner defines gender
as ‘multiple and variable’ and
explains why the name includes
women.
“To say that gender is
‘multiple and variable’ means
that gender is not essentially
determined by a two-sex
biological model of difference,”
Keltner said, “but by a multitude
of factors that are not only
much more physically complex
and varied, but also social,
political, cultural, and historical.
“When faculty came
together in 2006 to found the
interdisciplinary program at
KSU, we wanted the name
to reflect our academic ties
to the student, civil rights,
and women’s movements of
the 1960s and 1970s, from
which ‘Women’s Studies’ as
an academic field was born.
However, we also found it
limiting and decided, therefore,
to add ‘Gender’ to the title.”
Dr. Keltner concludes, though,
that the program is anything
but stagnant.
“Women’s, Gender, and
Feminist Studies is, like
other fields, growing and
ever-changing,” she said.
“We embrace this process
and welcome contestation,
complexity, and imagination.”
The last main goal of KSUM
focuses on the RAD For Men
program.
“The first and most major
issue is that it’s not really a
self-defense course,” Gerard
said, disturbed by the language
of the RFM manual and its
insistence that men should stop
sexual assault if they see it. “It’s
one of those things where RFM
does not have a practice that
is indicative of really investing
in the safety of male students.
It’s rather trying to hold them
responsible for things that
could put them in great danger.”
Brandon Cortolano, the lead
RFM instructor, explains that the
program has a large focus on
educating young men.

“Well, the purpose of RFM is
to inform men that there’s more
options available when they’re
confronted in an aggressor type
situation,” Cortolano said. “A lot
of men have been brought up
to stand up for themselves and
fight back, and what RFM does
is it teaches options, that you
don’t always have to confront
aggressive behavior with more
aggressive behavior. You have
an option to just turn around
and walk out the door.”
Cortolano believes that the
program is still a self-defense
program and explains the
dual purpose. “It’s a two-prong
course where we teach you
to educate yourself so you
can be prepared in these
confrontations, and the
second part of it is learning the
techniques in case there’s no
way to escape without
using force.”
He believes the RAD system
is gender equitable and does
not think that having a gender
neutral class would
be beneficial.
“With the women’s class,
what we’re teaching is defense
against abduction, whereas,
with the RFM, we’re teaching
men that they don’t have to
fight all the time,” he said. “So
that’s two different
entities here.”
Cortolano’s other concern
is the amount of survivors of
encounters that take the class.
“There’s a sense of comradery,
you know, where the women
can talk to each other and get
comfortable with each other.
And if you throw a man into the
situation women may not open
up as much or they may
back down.”
Gerard does not think
combining the classes is
needed to promote gender
equality. “I would say that just
the removal of the gender roles
is appropriate,” Gerard said.
KSU Men is holding a
conference in the Student
Center on Nov. 1, called Male
Students in Peril, with several
notable guest speakers on
men’s issues and educational
equity. Despite opposition,
they invite all to attend the
event and RSVP via KSUM.
eventbrite.com.
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Kaitlyn Lewis
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Don’t miss any OWL Events!
Check back each week for
a new calendar of KSU’s
upcoming events. Don’t
see your event? We want
to know! Please send event
information to newseditor@
ksusentinel.com
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Sage Gerard is a Senior at KSU and the
founding president of KSU Men
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• Sigma Gamma Rho
Bake Sale
11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Social Sciences Building

Wednesday

17

• KSU Fall Farmer’s Market
11 p.m.-5 p.m.
Campus Roads Cobb
Avenue
• Sigma Gamma Rho Bake
Sale
12 p.m.-3 p.m.
Social Studies Building
• Constitution Week Lecture
12:30 p.m.-2 p.m.
Prillaman Building Room
1000

Thursday

18

• Constitution Week Lecture
12:30p.m.-2 p.m.
Social Sciences Building
Room 1021
• “Courage to Remember”
Exhibit
Opens at 5:30 p.m.
King Center Freedom Hall
Complex
• Town Hall Meeting
with Cobb County
Transportation
6 p.m.-8:30 p.m.
KSU Center

Friday

Male Students in Peril Conference
Nov 1 in the Student Center

news

• “Private Eyes”
Performance
8 p.m.-10 p.m.
Onyx Theatre in the
Wilson Building
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Breaking the Silence on Sexual Assault
Hannah Gleason Contributor
Colleges and universities
in America face a decision
between student safety and
academic prestige.
It may seem that
institutions would choose
safety, but as on-campus
sexual violence scandals arise
across the country, student
trust falters. Many universities
reveal a history of mishandling
student rape cases, ultimately
causing additional harm to
sexual violence victims.
Such situations
remain alarmingly easy to
find. The most recent and
publicized example stands
with Columbia University
senior, Emma Sulkowicz’s,
case in which school officials
have been accused of grossly
mishandling the investigation
of Sulkowicz’s sexual assault
case. News outlets from MSNBC

to The Huffington Post have
covered Sulkowicz’s case and
the ensuing anti-rape protests
at Columbia.
While less covered by the
media, Yale University also
dealt with a sexual assault
related scandal for misreporting
on campus rape statistics.
According to records on the
U.S. Department of Education’s
Federal Student Aid website,
Yale University was charged
with a case of distorting the
amount of forcible sex offenses
that occurred on its campus
between 2001 and 2003. Yale
and Columbia symbolize a
problem for schools across the
nation.
These cases lead many
KSU students to ask, ‘how is
my school preventing sexual
assault?’ Blue light emergency
buttons appear all over campus,

but students such as Haley
Albright hope for more in
the way of prevention and
protection.
“Absolutely everyone
should be helped and feel safe
from sexual abuse. We have
the emergency buttons, but
I’m sure more could be done to
protect people,” Albright said.
Preventing oncampus sexual assault stands
as an important goal for the
university. In fact, Kennesaw
Hall houses the epicenter for
KSU’s movement against sexual
assault. The Women’s Resource
and Interpersonal Violence
Prevention Center (WRIVPC),
directed by Shameka Wilson,
leads KSU in awareness and
prevention projects throughout
the school year. Such events
include participating in The
Clothesline Project during

sexual assault awareness month
in April, as well as Take Back the
Night during domestic violence
awareness month in October.
KSU’s Clothesline
Project event includes students
designing and hanging up
t-shirts with personal stories
about assault or words of
inspiration for assault victims.
Last year, KSU’s clothesline
display allowed many students
to share their own accounts
of assault and inspire others
to take action against sexual
violence.
Meanwhile, the Take
Back the Night event raises
awareness and urges change
for the culture of rape and
violence that plagues women
in public. Many women can
recall someone telling them to
dress modestly or “not go out
at night,” lest they be attacked
as they walk down the street,
but Take Back the Night aims to
change this culture that blames
women for being assaulted and
allows public spaces to remain
unsafe.
“[Take Back the Night] is
really just a big rally to say that
we are not going to be afraid to
go out. What we wear doesn’t
assume anything about us
and what we are willing to do,”
Wilson said.

Owl Radio Official Rules:

Get creepily creative and create an Owl Radio Halloween Art Masterpiece for a chance to WIN 2 ONE-DAY
tickets to WALKER STALKER CON ATLANTA 2014 and have your artwork published all over KSU!

All you have to do is:

1.) Create original Haloween-themed artwork incorporating the Owl Radio logo (as seen above)
2.) Submit to logocontest@ksuradio.com.
No copyrighted artwork will be accepted. Complete rules at ksuradio.com/ksu-owl-radio-contests

Hannah Gleason

In addition to the WRIVPC’s
efforts to raise awareness and
prevention of sexual assault on
campus, KSU’s Counselling and
Psychological Services (CPS)
allow sexual violence victims
access to therapy sessions.
KSU offers students 16 free
therapy sessions a year, which
range from personal to group
sessions. However, as Josh E.
Gunn, licensed psychologist
and director of CPS, notes, on
campus factors can contribute
to sexual violence.
“What contributes to the
violence is very difficult
because, I think, there’s a lot
of variety in that. You know,
obviously alcohol is a more than
we’d ever want to admit factor
in a lot of campus based sexual
assaults,” Gunn said.
Through the emergency
stations on campus and efforts
from both the WRIVPC and
CPS, KSU takes steps to prevent
sexual assault and assist
students in need. Despite this,
elements of campus life, such as
the abuse of alcohol and other
substances, still put students at
risk for sexual violence. Students
such as Albright call for change,
hoping that KSU and colleges
across the nation will address
student safety concerns.
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GLBGTIQ Community
Grows on campus

Hanna Gleason Contributor
Increasing student
attendance prompted
renovations to KSU’s GLBTIQ
Resource Center between
Sept. 2 and Sept. 12.
Prior to renovations, GLBTIQ
Resource Center Coordinator
Jessica Duvall described
the center as too small to
accommodate the number of
student visits. The number of
student visits, which reached
nearly 40 percent of all spring
2014’s visits in only the first two
weeks of the current semester,
prompted action to make the
center accessible for
larger groups.
“Even with five students in
there, it became very crowded
very quickly. Students were
sitting on the floor, backpacks
were in the way, or they
were pulling chairs out of my
office to get more students in
there—which is great. But that
was really a big part of [the
renovations],” Duvall said.
Despite no expansion to the
space, several changes promise
to make the center more
efficient and open for students.
Space efficient furniture and a

new layout ensure more space
for the increasing amount of
students that take advantage of
the center.
Additional renovations
include a new television and
a freshly painted KSU gold
wall that delivers a dose of
school spirit to the center.
As Duvall notes, the addition
of a television to the center
will allow students to view
documentaries and engage in
“critical conversation.”
For many students, the
center stands as a vital GLBTIQ
community space. Concerns
about accommodating
these students worried
Duvall, as well as local LGBT
figures. As Kennesaw Pride
Alliance President (KPA) Tyler
Keesee mentioned, the center
represents an important
environment for
GLBTIQ students.
“The GLBTIQ Resource Center
really is like a home base for
LGBT [students]. I feel as though
[the center] is more of a safe
zone for people to go and
communicate and study and
branch out, start networking,”

Keesee said.
While renovations closed the
center between Sept. 2 and
Sept. 12, the KPA cubicle on the
third floor of the Carmichael
Student Center served as a
makeshift meeting ground for
LGBT students. Fran Patrick,
vice president of KPA, described
how those who rely on the
center’s welcoming atmosphere
squeezed into the KPA cubicle
until the GLBTIQ Resource
Center reopened on Sept. 15.
“Since the renovations have
been going on, we’ve been
inviting everyone that wants
to come to our cube, because
a lot of students don’t have
anywhere to hang out and
don’t know what to do with
themselves when [the center] is
closed,” Patrick said.
Now prepared to welcome
more curious students, the
GLBTIQ Resource Center offers a
safe space for all LGBT students.
In Keesee’s words, “It’s okay to
be out on campus. It’s not—
hopefully it’s not— that big
of a deal.”

Room # 164
Matt Boggs | The Sentinel

Where Will Your Education Take You?
Anywhere

Education Abroad Fair
September 24, 2014
10:00am-3:00pm
Student Center University Rooms

The GLBTIQ center welcomes students.

Matt Boggs | The Sentinel

dga.kennesaw.edu/content/eaf2014
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RELIGION: WHO’S RIGHT?
Toni-Ann Hall Staff Writer
Unfortunately, it’s not
an easy feat to bring up
the topic of religion, or
even just the denominations
in a group of people who may
be passionate on either ends
of the spectrum concerning
what is considered right
or wrong. There are many
other things that people
believe in such as basic human
rights, continuous education,
following a healthy diet,
and exercising regularly, yet
the belief in religion always
seems to become more
complicated. With a radical
history of Muslims vs. Christians,
Christians vs. Jews, polytheistic
vs. monotheistic, the hovering
duress of the September 11
attacks, and the current scares
presented by ISIS, it’s not as
simplistic of a subject to delve
as the other decisions that are
made daily.
Stereotypes play into the
outlook that many of us have
on religions, and it seems that
no matter how progressive
the conversations seem to get,
there will always be those who

are deliberately discriminating
against indifference and those
who consistently feel attacked.
I can effortlessly identify the
facial expressions of “I don’t
care,” “That’s interesting, ” and
the common, “I don’t want to
talk about this” when the topic
of religion turns into a heated
discussion.
It’s unlikely that there would
ever be an even plane on the
acceptance of all religions, and
although that would seem like
common knowledge, some
people take it upon themselves
to disregard the impossibility
of equality achieved through
the way individuals perceive
things, and become defensive
over something that they feel is
being degraded. If you believe
in something, by all means,
stand up for it. This doesn’t
have to mean irrationally,
ignorantly and arrogantly
lashing out on others and
disrespecting them because
they are different, because both
parties are attempting to do
what they believe is the correct
way to be a faithful adherent.

To see someone taking pride
in their religion, believing that
it will benefit everyone, and
attempting to respectfully
share that with the intention of
helping others, isn’t pestering,
it is persistence and mere
devotion.
There are over 200 registered
organizations on campus,
and 24 of them fall under the
category of spirituality. Even if
one were confused or simply
didn’t care to engage in the
conversation of religion, there’s
still a place for them. Having
a variety of organizations
pertaining to faith might not
surprise many students because
of the familiar memory many
have with being involuntarily
approached by an organization
asking to join a Bible study, or
to come and participate in a
debate. Someone might just
need the scripture, prayer, or
scientific take on religion that
is passed on, but there isn’t one
way to do this. We all have a
right to belief or not believe in
anything we choose and to any
degree we wish, with a full-

throttle approach to proclaim
our principles, with legal
limitations.
An ABCNEWS/Beliefnet poll
questioned Americans about
their religious affiliations and
83 percent of them identified
as Christians. While that is
overwhelmingly different from
the world percentage, and
surprising because the percent
of those who are actually
practicing and the different
denominations included would
conjure up the need for a new
poll, it shows that the majority
are not the only ones with a
voice, because Christians aren’t
the only ones trying to spread
a particular gospel through
countless mediums.
Regardless of what belief,
social action, or philosophical
idea for or against religion
that we identify with, it should
be understood that it is not a
question of what is right and
what is wrong, because there
is no one universal answer.
Believing and inquiring with
confidence is not equivalent
to overwhelming others with

theories, verses and threats
because they believe contrarily.
It’s yet another element that
makes us all unique and united,
yet serves as a dividend and
a direct path to conflict. That
aspect is inevitable, but if
everyone takes time to simmer
down, listen, and place of
themselves in the position of
the attacked and accused, then
understanding that it’s a matter
of personal choice will come
much easier. What one chooses
to believe is a personal decision,
but that doesn’t mean that it is
exempt from the potentiality of
being shared. Although there
is no one “right” way to believe,
meaning that condemnation
and disrespect shouldn’t be
shifted to differing parties
because they’re “wrong,” there
is a commonality that in this
country, it is a right and that
right should be respected.

COMICS

eat
bey
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prevailing in conservative town
Garrette Griffin Contributor
Kennesaw Mountain has
been the battleground
of the American Civil War
and Georgia has been a
battleground for the battle
for Civil Rights. Georgia and
the South as a whole have
maintained a very traditional
atmosphere, with a 70-percent
protestant affiliated population,
detailed by the Pew Research
organization, being Christian
is part of the culture. Another
aspect of Georgia is its
maintained stance within
politics having stood with
Republican candidates for over
a decade.
Unfortunately, these
traditions have stood as a
barrier for the growth of wellfounded liberal educations.
A liberal education as
defined by Kennesaw State
University’s seminar textbook
“Foundations of Inquiry”, 6th
ed. is “an environment in which
both faculty and staff teach,
research, and express their
opinions through free inquiry
without fearing
retribution”. In
the past, this
has not always
been possible.
One of the
biggest issues
is the concept
of evolutionary
theory, and
the biggest
misconception
is the
intertwining of
the definition
of theory as a
common term
compared to
the scientific
definition of a
theory.“Reger
Chemistry
Principles and
Practice” 3rd
ed. clarifies
the difference stating that
“a confirmed and accepted
explanation of the laws of
nature is called a theory”,
which differs highly from the
common use of the word which
would be more accurately
described as a hypothesis,

which as the textbook
explains “describes a possible
explanation for an observation”.
These misconceptions about
evolution and many other
concepts are dubiously mixed
up in school board meetings as
well as by parents. A court case
that occurred in Cobb County
in 2006 was spawned from a
sticker on a textbook stating
that “Evolution is a theory, not
a fact, concerning the origin
of living things”, which can be
found on USA Today’s website
concerning the event. The
parents argued that this claim
intentionally cast doubt on a
scientific consensus violating
the clause for Separation
of Church and State in the
Georgia Constitution, and after
deliberation by a judge it was
decided that the sticker did
violate the clause. With shifts
toward more scientific based
information and away from
traditional ideals, Kennesaw was
a battleground for the growth
of a liberal education too.

by KSU, and a religious
foundation. In Leo
Tolstoy’s famous novel
“War and Peace”, one of his
characters, Mary, sends a letter
to a friend and within this letter
she discusses her opinions of
learning stating that: “let us be
persuaded that the less we let
our feeble human minds roam,
the better we shall please God,
who rejects all knowledge that
does not come from Him”. This
solidifies a consensus within
these traditional values that
learning is against God, and that
the veil of ignorance is there for
a reason. A liberal education’s
foundation is the opposite
of this principle, and focuses
entirely on the concept of
asking all questions, leaving no
stone unturned and even if the
question is ugly and offensive,
it still needs to be asked. With
the clashing of cultures, science
and unrestricted curiosity,
being tempered by oftentimes
dogmatic focus on traditional
values, we are faced with having
to choose to listen to
our professor or our
parent.
Making freedom
of thought and
expression, no matter
what orientation or
religious affiliation, a
priority of institutions
of higher education,
and KSU has achieved
that. Through the
use of Owl Life, and
other programs that
give students and
opportunity to engage
and communicate
ideas that vary
across the board, this
university has not only
enabled the growth of
students who have not
had an opportunity to
experience different
ideas, but also created
an environment that is free from
pressure and prejudice.

“ WE ARE FACED WITH
HAVING TO CHOOSE
TO LISTEN TO OUR
OR OUR
With the emphasis on
traditionalism that is still
prevalent and taught
throughout the South,
and definitively taught in
Georgia, we create a negative
juxtaposition between a
liberal education as defined

OWL
YAKS

OPINION

Owl Yak is a compilation of The Sentinel’s favorite student
comments from the anonymous Yik Yak app. Check each
week to see if you made it (Just don’t tell anyone!)

“When that one person piggybacks off
the work of rest of the group and ends
up with a higher grade.”

“Margs Mondays”
“Nothing makes your morning
better than you see a skateboarder
wipe out on campus.”

“You’re super cute in your VW
bug but that doesn’t mean you’re
special enough to run stop signs.”

“Elevators are for more
than one floor lazy asses”
“I hate when there is a line in the
bathroom makes me not even
wanna go anymore.”

“Legalize gay marijuana”
“To the girl who asked if I go to Auburn
because I’m wearing an AU shirt – couldn’t
tell if you were being condescending.”

“Konstruction State University”

OPINION
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THE PROBLEM WITH
the men’s rights movement
Ashli Howell Staff Writer

Barbara Kay, a speaker
at the men’s issues
conference in Michigan,
said to the few hundred
men and women (mostly
men) in attendance, “The
vast majority of female
students alleging rape
on campus are actually
voicing buyer’s remorse for
alcohol-fueled promiscuous
behavior, involving murky
lines of consent on both
sides, it’s their get-out-ofguilt-free card, you know,
like in Monopoly.” Whether
or not Kay’s characterization
of on campus rape victims is
true – I could find nothing to
corroborate her claim – it’s one
of the talking points for men’s
rights activism. In fact, it is one
of the many talking points of
Sage Gerard (Victor Zen) the
president of KSU Men.
I first became aware of KSU
Men after seeing a few posters
around campus and decided to
look into it. As a woman who
considers herself a feminist, I
wasn’t exactly sure what I was
going to find and I was mentally

T H E

preparing myself for the worst.
Here’s what I found after hours
of watching videos on Sage
Gerard’s YouTube channel,
which is under the name Victor
Zen and researching the men’s
rights movement: it appears
to have some valid points.
However, bringing awareness
and discussing these issues is
not the goal of KSU Men. The
posters I saw around campus
said, “Meet KSU’s non-feminist
community”. An ad in The
Sentinel read that KSU Men is a
community where “we critique
feminism for the damage it
has caused due to its inherent
hatred of males.”
There are three main
problems that I have. The
blame game the men’s
rights movement plays, the
shock value statements they
make, and the incorrect
characterization of feminism.
While researching the men’s
rights movement, there was
no shortage of feminist vitriol,
there was a lot of discussions on
the A Voice for Men discussion
board about the friend zone,

and there was very little about
any issue concerning men’s
rights. That’s not to say that
it did not exist, but it was
background noise and was
always accompanied with
blame. It seems to me that the
men’s rights movement is not
trying to advance any concerns
they have, but to degrade
and discredit feminists at any
opportunity.
The second problem I have
with the movement is the
shock value it often uses to
gain attention. The founder
of A Voice for Men, Paul Elam,
which funded KSU Men, said, “In
the most severe and emphatic
terms possible the answer is no,
they’re not asking to get raped.
They are freaking begging for
it…near demanding it. And all
the outraged PC demands to
get huffy and point out how
nothing justifies or excuses
rape won’t change the fact that
there are a lot of women who
get pummeled and pumped
because they are stupid (and
often arrogant) enough to walk
through life with the equivalent

S E N T I N E L

of a I’m a stupid, conniving
b*itch – please rape me neon
sign glowing above their empty
little narcissistic heads.” This
statement, admittedly, was
incredibly shocking. It was
also exactly what Paul Elam
aimed to do. He has said that
the Voice for Men movement
does not actually believe those
things and was just saying
them for shock value. He didn’t
bring attention to the issues
that A Voice for Men claims to
be concerned about, it merely
infuriated most sane women.
It also landed A Voice for Men
on the Southern Poverty Law
Center Misogyny sites list,
further detracting from any
issues it wants to address.
The final problem I have is
that the men’s rights movement
really misses the mark. They
believe that because you are
pro-woman, you must be
anti-man. This equates, in my
mind, to the idea that I have to
hate gelato because I love ice
cream. It’s absurd. In general,
feminists support equality for
all and prefer movies with a
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strong female lead over movies
like Twilight. Unlike some
prominent figures in the media
seem to think, feminism does
not want to take away power
from men so they can have all
of it for themselves; they do not
favor matriarchy over patriarchy.
They favor equality.
The bottom line is, if there is
to be any meaningful discussion
about the concerns that groups
like KSU Men have, the hate has
got to stop. When researching
some of the issues facing
men, I could not see through
the blame. And yes, extreme
feminists that bathe in the
tears of men have some blame
here too, but I do not know any
feminist that bathes in the tears
of men; that sounds disgusting.
So, if groups like this want to
really to raise awareness about
how men commit suicide at
four times the rate of women,
that male enrollment in college
is decreasing, and the plethora
of other issues that exist, I’m
all for it. But let us discuss
those things - not a hateful
judgement of feminists.
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political candidates, The Sentinel will carry letters
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7.) All letters become property of The Sentinel.
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reflect the views of The Sentinel, but instead offer
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The Sentinel is the student newspaper of Kennesaw
State University, and recieves no student activity fees.
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express written permission of the Editor in Chief.
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ARTS LIVING
ONE BRASH BROAD:

Anna Streetman Staff Writer
Hollywood lost another
legend this month. Joan Rivers,
actress, comedienne, writer,
producer and television host,
was pronounced dead Sept. 4
after complications during a
vocal chord surgery.
Rivers’ career spanned
four decades and included
co-hosting a show called
“Fashion Police,” receiving a
star on the Hollywood Walk
of Fame, having her own line
of jewelry and apparel on the
QVC channel, authoring 12
best-selling books, winning a
Grammy nomination, a Tony
nomination, a Daytime Emmy
award, and starring in a reality
television series called “Joan
& Melissa: Joan Knows Best?”
Rivers coined the phrase, “Who
are you wearing?” when giving
red carpet interviews. Rivers
was also the first woman to ever
host a late night talk show, “The
Late Show with Joan Rivers.”
She was also known for her
often harsh and politically
incorrect humor. Many times,
people felt that her humor
crossed the line. A recent
example was when, in a passing
interview, Rivers referred to
Barack Obama as gay. The
interviewer asked, “Do you
think that the country will see
the first gay president or the
first woman president?” Rivers
answered, “Well we already
have it with Obama, so let’s just
calm down.” She then added
about the first lady, “You know
Michelle is a tranny.” Another
controversy was her speech
about the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict. When asked where
civilians in Palestine are

AND
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JOAN RIVERS

supposed to go when bombs
go off, she said, “I don’t care!
They started it!” Despite being
Jewish herself, Rivers often
joked about the Holocaust. In
her defense, she said: “This is
the way I remind people about
the Holocaust. I do it through
humor.” Rivers also mocked
the clothes people wore in her
show “Fashion Police.”
Despite making jokes at
other people’s expense, she
also threw some of it her own
way on numerous occasions.
Rivers was very open about
her extensive plastic surgery,
saying, “I’ve had so much plastic
surgery, when I die they will
donate my body to Tupperware.”
She also joked about her lack
of exercise, saying things like,
“I don’t exercise. If God wanted
me to bend over, he would have
put diamonds on the floor,”
and “I have flabby thighs, but
fortunately my stomach covers
them.”
Rivers also made jokes that
were very edgy for a woman
to joke about at the time. She
often made crude jokes about
men, women and sex. Some
of her notable quips include: “I
blame my mother for my poor
sex life. All she told me was
‘the man goes on top and the
woman underneath.’ For three
years my husband and I slept
in bunk beds,” and “It’s been
so long since I’ve had sex I’ve
forgotten who ties up whom.”
Rivers has never apologized
for her humor, and has said of it,
“I’ve learned to have absolutely
no regrets about any jokes I’ve
ever done,” and “You can tune
me out, you can click me off, it’s

OK. I am not going to bow to
political correctness.”
But according to those who
knew her best, Rivers was very
different off the stage than she
was on the stage. Joy Behar, a
close friend of Rivers, said in an
interview with ABC News that
Rivers was “a normal person”
and that “you would have
enjoyed her company.” She also
defended her longtime friend’s
humor, saying that Rivers
always tried to be an antithesis
to political correctness, and that
she wanted to prove that not all
women have to be “nice, good
little girls that don’t speak their
mind.” Behar added that Rivers
sent a powerful message about
being yourself, speaking your
mind, and not caring what other
people think of you.
Rivers was also highly
involved in philanthropy, her
biggest cause being HIV/
AIDS research. Rivers was
an honorary director of the
American Foundation for
Suicide Prevention. She was
also an activist for Guide
Dogs for the Blind, a nonprofit
organization that provided
blind people with guide dogs.
Rivers was also involved in the
Human Rights Campaign and
Habitat for Humanity.
Rivers was a woman of
two faces. Onstage, she was
biting, cruel, sarcastic, and
unapologetic. Offstage, she
was giving, calm, hardworking,
and very normal. She paved the
way for female comedians in
the world of comedy. Whether
people agreed with her humor
or not, Joan Rivers is a woman
who will not soon be forgotten.

Rivers passed away at age 81
from complications during
vocal chord surgery.

Courtesy of David Shankbone
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WHAT NOT TO DO WHEN
STUDYING ABROAD
Logan Peterson Contributor
You are here, in Kennesaw, one of
the many suburban microcosms of
Georgia and of the United States; it
is about as exotic as it sounds. For
those who agree, you have most likely
dreamed about going anywhere else in
the world. Fortunately, studying abroad
is the perfect opportunity to do so.
I lived in London this summer, taking
classes, working and having a pint or

two along the way. My experience was
exceptional, as other study abroad
students would likely say. Each person
has their stories and their own set of
irreplaceable memories. Yet, there
are some things that would make any
experience abroad better. If you are
considering studying in a different
country for a semester or so, learn what
to avoid with these five tips:

1.Do not wait until last minute
Though procrastinating might seem like your niche after some time
in college, I forewarn you of all the pain and exhaustion it causes when
choosing to delay the program’s paperwork. The forms are not something
you can pull an all-nighter with only dark circles under your eyes as a
consequence. These papers can take weeks to send off and if you miss that
deadline, you miss out on scholarships or even getting your passport in
time. Once you do fill out those lengthy forms, there always seems to be
another stack of paperwork waiting for you. It’s filling out forms A, B, C, all
the way to Z and then continuing on with AB. Not to mention the signatures
you must get from Deans and Directors, who always have busy schedules
and whose offices are almost always on the opposite sides of campus. Get
up now and start them, before it’s too late.

2. Do not over pack
For some reason, packing becomes the worst mind-game when studying
abroad. Suddenly the things you have not used or worn in over a year
become absolute and life-dependent necessities. After hours of fighting
with yourself about what to bring, your suitcase, or suitcases, are filled with
just your tops alone. I must admit, I was that girl. I was abroad for three
months, but judging by my suitcases and the amount of shoes I brought
alone, you would think I was relocating there permanently. The worst
part about it is you are completely aware that you are packing more than
enough, but you cannot stop yourself from stuffing more into your stuffed
suitcase. Take my advice and leave the hairdryer at home. It likely will not
work with a converter and will probably take out the power along with it.
Lose the huge bottles of shampoo, conditioner, and so on. You are not going
to the moon; you can buy these things at a store when you get there. This
will save space and valuable weight. Still, don’t forget about a travel bag for
a weekend trip.
Grace Toso | The Sentinel
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3. Do not stay where you are
It is easy to become confined to your area; there are enough changes to adjust to and
things to entertain one’s curiosity. However, I advocate not passing up the opportunity to
venture beyond. Use that travel bag you packed and see the rest of the country, or even
another country. The unique thing about studying abroad is the balance between being
a student and being a tourist. A weekend in Paris becomes strangely reasonable and a
glorious adventure with fellow students. You already bought the expensive plane ticket
to get where you are studying, so why not take advantage of a cheap train ticket or flight
to someplace nearby?

4. Do not be afraid to stick with people in your program
When I first arrived in London, I had this notion of becoming localized 0and finding my
group of local friends. Though I did meet many wonderful people from London, I became
closest with the people in the program.
In a short amount of time, the friends you travel with become a family. They see you at
your scariest and at your best. You watch one another grow out of your former shell and
you all begin to grow together. Almost every memory will involve at least one of those
amazing people. When reality hits and you find yourself back in Kennesaw, you will
look back at those group photos on Facebook, captioned with the perfect quote about
friendship, and know that you are forever connected with these people.

5. Do not decide to not study abroad
For those who have ever considered studying abroad but continue to think about it,
stop. Do not waste any more time deciding and simply do it. Let this be the sign that you
have been waiting for. Make it more than an idea; make it your reality. Sure, it is hard and
time consuming to save money for such a trip, but it does not need to be the preventing
variable. Work hard and apply for as many scholarships as possible. As for worrying
about the people you leave, remember it is only for a few months and they will be there
when you get back, most likely with nothing new to report. To commit to studying
abroad means broadening everything about oneself. I cannot begin to explain how lifechanging and utterly unreal studying abroad is- just go see for yourself.
Grace Toso | The Sentinel

Grace Toso | The Sentinel
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DEMYSTIFYING HYPNOSIS
AND HYPNOTHERAPHY
Nadia Abdulahi Staff Writer
When the topic of hypnosis
is brought up, one might
think of someone putting
another into a trance and
making them quack like a
duck. For some people, the
word “hynopsis” can have a
negative connotation. Some
might say it is a psychological
taboo.
This negative viewpoint is
thanks to Hollywood and other
exaggerated stories about
hypnosis. There is a difference
between “stage hypnosis” and
hypnotherapy however. Stage
hypnosis is the hypnosis that
is shown in movies and Vegas
shows.
On the other hand,
hypnotherapy is more about
altering negative thoughts.
“I am not interested in stage
hypnosis,” said Carmen George,

owner of Therapeutic Hypnosis.
“It could be fun for some but I
am only interested in altering
people’s negative thoughts and
negative behaviors so they can
lead happy, healthy, productive
lives.”
Many misinterpret
hypnotherapy as mind control.
The stage hypnosis mentioned
earlier is an example of mind
control. During hypnotherapy,
people do not lose control
of themselves physically or
mentally. During a session, a
client is fully aware of what they
say and do. Even afterwards, the
client can remember everything
that was said and done during
the session.
Furthermore, hypnotherapy
is more about the power of
suggestion. A hypnotherapist
is able to suggest positive

thoughts and situations in order
to help their clients.
“I help my clients release
these negative thoughts,”
George said. “Hypnotherapy is
for their benefit and working
with the issues that they want
me to work with.”
According to George, there
are several medical schools
today that are coming to the
conclusion that hypnotherapy
can be a legitimate therapeutic
modality to address habitual
behavior such as smoking,
stress, insomnia, lack of energy,
under or overeating, etc. Even
the National Institutes of Health
(NIH) now has a department
for natural medicine with
hypnotherapy listed as a valid
form of therapy.
Instead of relying on pills for
attention deficiency disorders,

anxiety, depression, and other
ailments, many are turning to
hypnotherapy as a more natural
alternative. Hypnotherapists
like Carmen George are able to
work with clients to make them
more focused, less anxious and
depressed, or work with them
on whatever issues they are
dealing with.
Fortunately, it seems
Kennesaw State University
students are more open to
hypnotherapy, despite the
misperceptions of it and how
it is often confused with stage
hypnosis.
“If I was going through a
hard time or I had a really bad
experience with a fear, then yes,
I totally would try it,” freshman
nursing major Isabelle Morin
said. “I believe that pills and
things that doctors give people

to help with problems do
not work.”
In fact, the American Cancer
Society supports the use of
hypnotherapy to help patients.
Hypnotherapy helps alleviate
patients’ chronic pain and helps
them cope with chemotherapy.
In a follow-up article, join
me as I meet with Carmen
George and try hypnotherapy
for the first time. To find out
more about Therapeutic
Hypnosis, please contact
Carmen at 404-246-2140 and
allnaturalconcepts@yahoo.
com. More info about the
American Cancer Society’s use
of hypnotherapy can be found
at http://www.cancer.org/
treatment/index.

Hypnotherapy is becoming more
and more acceptable as a solution
for esychpological issues.

Courtesy of
USUSH-Samueli Institute
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THE LEFTOVERS:
SEASON 1 REVIEW

Mike Strong Arts & Living Editor
Taboos have a surprisingly
powerful hold on society as
a whole. When a topic that is
considered taboo is brought
up, it is impossible to predict
how someone might react.
This psychological dilemma
is a major focus of the new
HBO series “The Leftovers.” The
taboo that binds this show’s
story is larger than anything
we have ever experienced
throughout humanity’s
existence. Two percent of the
world’s population suddenly
vanishes on a random October
afternoon. It is only proper that
the show used this event to tell
a laser-focused story about how
such a powerful, unexplainable
event can shape a town, while
hardly ever being discussed
at all.
This is not just a show about
lead protagonist Kevin Garvey.
It is about all of the residents
of the small town of Mapleton,
NY. It is about the entire town’s
struggle to decide whether they
want to forget about the pain of
those who
left them, or to accept that
there really is nothing else to
think about.
The style that drives this show
is typically characteristic of HBO,
as it is never afraid to go to dark
places in order to accurately
represent the characters
viewers follow from week to
week. Expect to find shocking
use of violence, sex, and
anger, all working toward the
common goal of representing
the darkness behind earth’s
remaining inhabitants.
These inhabitants could
not have been better casted,
also a characteristic of HBO’s
series. The show features an
ensemble cast of actors and
actresses that must have
studied the art of acting

despaired throughout their
lifetime. A show so dependent
on sadness is, by nature, equally
dependent on its actors’ abilities
to portray sadness. Here we
get Christopher Eccleston as a
devout Christian, forgiving in
the face of mistreatment and
sympathetic in all his actions.
We also get Carrie Coon as a
vulnerable mother who lost
her husband and two kids in
the departure and who seeks
the worst kinds of pain in order
to feel anything at all. We get
numerous standout actors and
characters that drive home
the point that something as
powerful as the departure
cannot be ignored for a single
second and can change the
world in more ways than one
can imagine.
“The Leftovers” is not at
all about exploring what
happened, but rather about
exploring the profound blows
that the departure made to the
characters’ minds and souls. At
the core of the series’ plot is a
group of people who make it
their goal to ensure that the
departure does not become
a taboo. They want everyone
to remember what happened,
rather than not think about it
and try to move on. This really is
a show about broken people; it
uses that as strength in certain
episodes that follow a specific
character. This is not just a show
about lead protagonist Tom
Garvey. It is about all of the
residents of the small town
of Mapleton, NY. It is about the
entire town’s struggle to decide
whether they want to forget
about the pain of those who
left them, or to accept that
there really is nothing else to
think about.

Justin Theroux stars as ploice chief Kevein Garvey. who struggles to hold his
family together after the departure.

Courtesy of HBO
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TOP 5

CONTROVERSIAL
RELIGIOUS FILMS
“The Passion of the Christ”
reinvigorated religious movie
critics when it hit theaters in 2004.

Mike Strong Arts & Living Editor

“The Passion of the Christ”
(2004)
The most memorably
controversial film of our time
has to be Mel Gibson’s “The
Passion of the Christ.” This
film hit sensitive chords in
both the Christian and the
Jewish communities. The
controversy stemmed from
the film’s telling of Jesus’
final days on earth, which
many claimed involved antiSemitic depictions of Jewish
leaders being to blame for
Christ’s death. Although likely
dramatized and overplayed in
the media, there were reports
of several theater viewers
fainting during the film for
various religious reasons. But
like most of the films listed
here, the controversy only
served to push the film toward
a grossing of $612 million
worldwide.

“The Last Temptation of
Christ” (1988)
Famed director Martin
Scorsese is no stranger to
controversy with his films.
Scorsese is typically known
for being overtly violent and
sexual to achieve storytelling
goals. But with his cinematic
adaptation of a 1953 novel
by the name of “The Last
Temptation of Christ,” Scorsese
discovered a different type of
negative feedback. Although
he was still called out for
incorporating unnecessary
sexuality in the film, the
majority of the backlash was
due to the movie’s departures
from the gospel narratives
about Jesus Christ. There
were numerous vocal protests
and boycotts of the film
surrounding its release, one
involving a violent attack on
a Parisian theater that was
showing the film.

“Innocence of Muslims”
(2012)
Many KSU students likely
remember this controversy
quite well, as it was all over
the news only two years ago.
The film’s existence was only
exposed to the world through
two 14-minute trailers online.
The offense it gave to Muslims
was so strong that it led to
riots around the world and
lawsuits against its creators.
Issue was taken with the film’s
apparent depiction of the
Prophet Muhammad. Trailers
suggested that the film would
imply that Muhammad was a
pedophile, a murderer and a
womanizer. What most of us
likely saw were reports of the
killing of four Americans in
Benghazi during the violent
protests against the film. In
fact, there were over 50 deaths
related to the riots. These clips
can no longer be found online,
as a federal court mandated
that Google remove them
from their YouTube database.

“The Exorcist”
(1973)
This 1973 horror flick had
profound effects on both
the religious community and
film as a whole. The main
controversy surrounding the
film was led by Evangelist Rev.
Billy Graham, who said that
the movie was satanic and
that “an actual demon lived
inside the celluloid reels of the
film.” This was alongside cast
members’ claims that the film
itself was cursed. Not only was
there backlash regarding the
satanic elements of the film,
but there was also an outcry
over subliminal sexual imagery
and religious mockery in a
sexual scene. As one of the
first popular horror flicks to
hit cinemas, it changed film
and its audience forever. One
woman has even recently
come out saying that it gave
her PTSD, which has led to
horrifying hallucinations
throughout her daily life.

Courtesy of New Market Films

“Water” (2005)
“Water” is the third film in
the “Elements” film trilogy
from Indian-Canadian director
Deepa Mehta. The film
focuses on the struggles that
Indian widows faced during
the 1930s due to Hindu
fundamentalism. This was
not the first film in the series
to face backlash, as there
were protests and theater
attacks upon the release
of the second film “Fire.” In
the face of all the possible
trouble, the film was almost
scrapped entirely and never
released. During production
of “Water,” thousands of
protestors destroyed and
burned parts of the film’s set,
which delayed the beginning
of production on the film.
The most outrageous of all
responses to the film, though,
was a suicide protest put on in
an effort to stop production.
But despite all the negative
feedback from Hindu groups,
the film eventually went on
to be nominated for a best
foreign language Oscar in
2007.
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PUZZLES

A N S W E R S AT
KSUSENTINEL.COM
THEME: WORLD HISTORY

ACROSS

1. Mosque officials
6. H in HMS
9. *J. Edgar Hoover, e.g.
13. Dugout vessel
14. Australian flightless bird
15. Fairytale baby carrier
16. Irregular or jagged
17. Any doctrine
18. Baskerville’s scare
19. *He crossed the Rubicon
21. *Darwin’s watercraft
23. Small dog’s bark
24. Two quarters
25. ___-cha-cha
28. Miami Heat star
30. Go ashore
35. Red ink amount

37. Sophia Lauren’s “bye”
39. *She ran for VP
40. Yorkshire river
41. Brings home the bacon
43. Pro ___
44. Milk-Bone biscuit, e.g.
46. Render speechless
47. Largest organ of human
body
48. *Third Reich mastermind
50. Biblical birthright seller
52. Message in a bottle
53. Small municipality
55. Boiling blood
57. *Author of “95 Theses”
60. *The Black Death
63. Hungarian wine
64. U.N. working-conditions
agency
66. Crows’ homes

68. Addicts
69. Feather’s partner?
70. *The New York Times’ first
one came out in 1851
71. Midterm or final
72. Farm female
73. Courtyards

DOWN

1. Berg matter
2. Painter ____ Chagall
3. Dwarf buffalo
4. Promenade gait
5. Plaything for two
6. *Edward VI to Henry VIII,
e.g.
7. Ambulance crew
8. Dance of Castro’s land
9. Hot rum drink
10. Sledgehammer

11. *Mother of Queen
Elizabeth I
12. Flanders of “The
Simpsons”
15. Rubs
20. Rapidly
22. A late time of life
24. Embolden
25. Used for cleaning
26. Alluring maiden
27. Portfolio content
29. *First European to round
Cape of Good Hope
31. In front of criminals
32. Middle Eastern vodka, pl.
33. 4:1, e.g.
34. *Kublai and Genghis
36. Navy commando
38. Blame
42. Creepy one

45. Aquatic goddess
49. *___ v Wade
51. Muse of astronomy,
descendant of Uranus
54. What scribes do
56. Opposite of digest
57. *Germany did it in WWI
and WWII
58. Hawaiian strings, pl.
59. Queen of Hearts’ pastry
60. Minute opening
61. *Communist threat, 19221991
62. Small ornamental case
63. *New Kingdom’s boypharaoh
65. *Hammurabi’s concern
67. Last word of “America, the
Beautiful”
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SPORTS

NOTHING
LASTS FOREVER
Mike Foster Opinion Editor
For decades, the winloss record of the resident
football team has been
the prevailing keynote of
academic institutions.
There’s no doubting the
influence football has on
our day-to-day lives in an
entertainment culture.
Kennesaw State University
has joined the party, and is now
just a few weeks from its first
scrimmage open to the public,
months from a spring game
and less than a year from its first
game in history.
Each program has a humble
beginning, with the history of
the sport tracing all the way
back to 1869, when the first
alleged organized football
game was played between
Rutgers and Princeton.
The game has changed since
then, but not quite for the
better. While many, including
myself, would like to think
football is forever, lurking in the
weeds is the common notion

that all good things must come
to an end.
Rome fell. Football could too.
Whether that’s soon is to be
determined, and whether “soon”
is relative plays a factor as well,
but the truth of the matter is
that KSU might be a little late to
the party.
Just in the past few weeks,
football’s biggest brother—the
NFL—has been under fire.
Thanks to domestic violence
disputes tagged to stars like
Adrian Peterson, Ray Rice, Greg
Hardy and Ray McDonald, a
public association between
football players and violent
acts has proliferated, and that’s
whether the NFL likes it or not.
On the field, things are just
as murky. The NFL has received
criticism in the past month for
softening the game, replacing
highlight hits with an overbearing policy outlining specific
guidelines for bringing down
quarterbacks and ball carriers,
as well as the treatment of

receivers. While Ravens players
were getting away with left
hooks in elevators, linebackers
are basically being told to
negotiate quarterbacks to the
ground (see: any Tweet from
Thursday that mentioned
Courtney Upshaw).
Officials can throw as
many flags as they want, but
the factor that needs to be
addressed is that as the game
continues to spread out in
formation, players are running
harder and faster in space,
making the body of the athlete
a much more vulnerable and
accessible target.
ESPN’s Adam Schefter
reported Wednesday that
former Atlanta Falcon defensive
end John Abraham has “taken
leave” from the Arizona
Cardinals after suffering
“memory loss” that he’s had to
endure for more than a year. In
the NFL’s season opener, Green
Bay Packers tailback Eddie Lacy,
who’s had concussion issues in

the past, wore what is supposed
to be a state-of-the art
helmet—Riddell’s “Speedflex.”
Lacy left the game with a head
injury, which was later specified
as a concussion.
Yellow flags and gimmicky
plastic apparati will continue
to suffer the brand of football,
rather than saving it. We have
truly reached a saturation point
to where too many individuals
playing football are, in fact,
playing it the wrong way (see:
any tackle made by Texans
defensive back D.J. Swearinger,
ever).
Then there’s the issue with
college football players getting
paid. The recent court victory
by Ed O’Bannon over the NCAA
could mean future stipends for
athletes, but not everywhere.
With “Power 5” conferences
moving into their own realm of
autonomy, the amateurism of
college sports will continue to
divide itself against the semipro identity of major college

football. Title IX is about to pop
up in sports news leads a lot
more, so prepare yourself.
And at the youth level, fewer
kids are going out for football.
According to USA Football,
youth and high school football
players have gone from 3.2
million to 2.6 million in the past
seven years. As the dangers
of the sport continue to show
face in media, whether it’s
by missile tackles or stories
of degenerative disorders
involving the brain and nervous
system, football is seen riskier
more than it is recreational.
For football to survive, the
NFL will need to clean up its
brand, college football will need
to navigate a maze of legalities
and parents and their children
will have to take notice. In the
meantime, this realization of
football mortality just makes
KSU football that much sweeter,
does it not?
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THE JIG IS UP
FOR THE NFL
Tyler Duke Staff Writer
It has undoubtedly been the
worst week in the history of
the National Football League.
The NFL has the biggest
influence of any league in the
United States. Unfortunately,
they often do a bad job at
representing themselves in the
public eye.
Though the NFL cannot
control what its players do off
the field, they can take action
when it is deemed necessary to
hold players accountable. In the
wake of the Ray Rice incident,
it has failed miserably to
correctly control the situation,
and ultimately shown a very
concerning trend to be true.
Domestic violence is one of
the scariest crimes committed.
It is also entirely too common.
One in every four women will
experience domestic violence
in her lifetime, 85% of domestic
violence victims are women,

and an estimated 1.3 million
women are victims of domestic
violence each year. Of women
who are victims of homicide,
one in every three is murdered
by her current of former partner.
It is a horrible reality in our
world today.
NFL players seem to be a
part of these statistics way too
often. Some of the biggest
role models in America today
are continually in the news for
the terrible crime of domestic
violence. It is unacceptable,
and it is a trend that has to be
discontinued. The best way
to do that is the NFL cracking
down on players found guilty
for domestic violence and
making it clear that it will not be
tolerated.
The problem is the NFL
has not done that at all. They
have actually made domestic
violence seem like a pretty

tolerable offense. Since
Roger Goodell became the
commissioner of the NFL in
2006, there have been 56 cases
of domestic violence by NFL
players. That is an average of
seven per season. For those
56 cases of domestic violence,
players have been suspended
a total of 13 games. That is
right; for 56 players that have
had domestic violence arrests,
not even a season’s worth of
suspensions have been given
out.
I suggest looking at the NFL
player arrest database to see
some of the sickening reports.
To relate, wide receiver Josh
Gordon is currently serving a
10-game suspension for a few
failed drug tests. The drug in
his system was an extremely
low amount of marijuana.
The message that sends is
incomprehensible.
Ray Rice was arrested for
domestic violence in February
after he was involved in a
physical altercation at a casino
with his fiancée (now wife).
A video was released of Rice
dragging his unconscious

fiancée out of an elevator.
The NFL suspended Rice
for just two games. Due to
the popularity of the video,
many people complained
that the suspension was not
enough and eventually Goodell
admitted that he did not get the
suspension right.
Last week a video was
released by TMZ that showed
the actual physical altercation
in the elevator. The video
shows Rice spitting on his
fiancée, pushing her, and then
knocking her out with his fist as
she charged towards him. The
reaction was enormous, and
people immediately called for
Rice to be banned.
The Ravens released Rice
when the video was made
viewable to the public, and the
NFL “indefinitely” suspended
him shortly after. After people
were able to see what was
already known, the NFL decided
to take appropriate action.
The problem is there are
reports that the video released
had been sent to the NFL
months ago. Roger Goodell
denies that he has ever seen the

video. Even if he is not lying,
that is not acceptable. There
should have been extensive
efforts to see the video, instead
of ignoring it and handing out a
minor suspension.
The NFL has to fix this issue.
The enabling of domestic
violence has to end, and there
has to be a stand taken against
it. The league needs to endorse
the problem and show that it
intends on being activists in
domestic violence. Additionally,
Roger Goodell needs to be
removed as commissioner of
the NFL. His mistakes have
become too frequent, and he’s
shown to be inadequate to hold
such a prominent position.
In a bounty scandal with
the New Orleans Saints from
2009, Roger Goodell stated,
“ignorance is not an excuse.”
Mr. Goodell, you could not be
more right. Your ignorance in
this situation is no excuse, and
we deserve a better leader of
America’s most popular sport.

VALETS – FT/PT

$100 signing bonus after 90 days
Great College Job – Flexible Schedule – Base Pay + Tips
Park Cars, Have Fun, Make Money.
Eagle is hiring Full Time / Part Time Valets
Requirements:
Must be able to drive manual transmission vehicles
Must have clean MVR
Must be at least 18yrs old
Must have valid driver’s license
Must be able to regularly pass drug tests
Must be willing to work outside and in all weather conditions
*Must mention signing bonus at time of interview

For consideration, please visit & submit your info
at www.eagleparking.com/employment; then
send your resume along with a cover letter to:
hr@eagleparking.com
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countdown coverage TO KICK OFF
David Almeda Staff Writer

FOOTBALL DONS PADS FOR 1ST TIME

tempers flare during ‘Owl Time’
Trey Chirers bursts through his blocker during ‘Owl Time’,
widley known as Oklahomas.

Matt Boggs | The Sentinel

THE SENTINEL

The morning began with a
fresh sunrise and the sound
of pads cracking against one
another.
Friday was another milestone
for Kennesaw State football as
the first full pad practice in the
history of the program was held.
The Owls kicked off the
practice with what they refer
to as Owl Time, more widely
known as Oklahoma Drills.
These are drills in which a
ball carrier is protected by
one blocker and must evade
a defender to reach the end
zone, but he must remain
within a set area. Instantly,
the aggressiveness and
competitiveness of this young
squad was exemplified through
the high-speed intensity in
which they ran the drill.
Athletes on both sides of the
ball we’re aiming to outperform
and shine in the spotlight
of their opponent. A scuffle
broke out just minutes into the
opening drill and resulted in
brief sprints as reprimand from
head coach Brian Bohannon.
“Owl Time is really a
toughness drill,” Bohannon
stated. “And you can tell today
there was a lot of intensity,
the guys were fired up and
competing, and we’re excited
about that. We were having
to pull guys back a little bit in
some of the drills. We really
didn’t want it to be tackle-tothe-ground, but I’m great with
that. If we have that problem,
we have a good problem.”
Following Owl Time, the team
split the two practice fields into
offense and defense and broke
down into individual groups
by position. Each group ran a

different drill for a period of
five minutes before being told
to move to the next drill. The
practice consisted of 19 periods,
which translated to roughly 1
hour and 40 minutes followed
by conditioning.
The fast paced tempo of the
practice, amplified by full pads,
is nothing new according the
players.
“It’s always this intense and
upbeat,” defensive back Taylor
Henkle said. “They’ve prepared
us for this when we were
conditioning for three weeks.
So, we get out here and now
we’ve got pads and we’re doing
the same tempo.”
As for what has changed
now that full pads have been
implemented, freshman
offensive lineman Brett Gillespie
commented, “The only thing
we have [added] is contact.
Coaches are always stressing
high effort, high tempo,
moving-moving-moving. The
tempo’s always there, we just
got a little extra weight on us
now and we can hit people.”
The team has now been
practicing and conditioning
for four weeks, and the team
chemistry is beginning to build
with each day.
“Every day it’s starting to
get better and better and it’s
starting to build,” cornerback
Akebren Ralls said. “We’re
starting to know what position
you’re supposed to be in and
what time.”
The Owls look to continue
on in full pads weekly in
preparation for the team
scrimmage at Fifth Third Bank
Stadium Oct. 11.

we need
YOU
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KSU HOCKEY BACK FOR MORE
Team ready to open season, honor fallen teammate

David Almeda Staff Writer
Kennesaw State’s club
hockey team has long been
a popular program among
KSU students, and they are
back. The team spent the
entire 2013-14 season off the
ice thanks to a suspension
handed down by KSU’s
Department of Sports and
Recreation, but according to
team captain Dylan Conklin,
this year’s squad is ready to
get back on the ice.
The squad has consistently
performed at a high level,
winning the American
Collegiate Hockey Association
Division III national
championship in 2007 and
amassing a 24-4-0-2 record
during the 2012-13 season.
With an almost entirely
revamped roster to go along
with new coaches, KSU club
hockey is looking to move past
the lost season and redeem
it with another successful
campaign. With only six
returning players, the team has
constructed a new roster from
the ground up.
“We’ve completely rebuilt the
team,” Conklin said. “We started
from scratch, pretty much. Me,
team president Will Galucki and
the coaching staff have worked
really hard to get everything
back together during the last
year.”
That’s not to say that the fresh
faces are lacking in experience.
Newcomers like Rick Fiorillo
bring their skill sets to the new
look Owls. Like Conklin, Fiorillo
previously played juniors with
the Atlanta Knights of the U.S.
Premier Hockey League.
“He’s a grinder,” Conklin said.
“He’s really fast, so he’s always
burying the corners, hitting
people and always being in

front of the net. He’ll score a few
goals in front.”
With 15-20 new players
on this year’s squad, passing
the winning tradition on was
essential. To help with this, the
Owls brought in some coaches
who know a thing or two about
what it takes to win big.
“I think the coaching plays a
huge role this year compared to
last year,” Conklin said. “We’ve
got three new coaches, two
are alumni that were on the
national championship team. I
think that’s going to help a lot.”
Returning players will also
serve a big purpose this season.
Cody Durrwachter, who will
probably be the assistant
captain this season, looks to
be one of the Owls’ bigger
weapons.
“He’s been here for a few
years,” Conklin said. “I played
juniors with him as well with the
Knights. He’ll probably be one
of our top scorers as well.”
It won’t take very long for the
Owls to gauge how good they
are. Right out of the gate, KSU
will be tested when they play
their first two games against
Ole Miss at home to begin their
season. While the Owls weren’t
able to schedule the annual
matchup against Georgia this
year, they will be facing Georgia
Tech and Tulane at home.
“Ole Miss is going to be the
toughest game,”Conklin said.
“I’m hoping it’s going to be big.
Every year we have 2,000 to
2,500 fans at the home opener.”
The Owls will take to the
ice for the home opener Sept.
19 at 10p.m., at the Ice Forum
off George Busbee Parkway,
across from Fifth Third Bank
Stadium. The team is dedicating
the game to Scott Frenzel,

a member of the team who
tragically passed away in his
sleep during the offseason.

The KSU hockey team returns to action against Ole Miss at
home Friday, September 19.

WRITE | DESIGN | PHOTOS
APPLY @ KSUMEDIA.COM

Matt Boggs | The Sentinel
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UPCOMING

Chris Raimondi Sports Editor

KSU men’s tennis also grabbed
four doubles during the
weekend action. Matthew
Johnson, Will George, Alex
Pena, Drew Wendel and Manuel
Castellanos all took home
victories as well.
Volleyball- KSU volleyball
traveled to Conway, South
Carolina to face Tennessee,
Coastal Carolina and Loyola
Maryland. The team went 1-2
earning a 3-0 win over Loyola.
Anaiah Boyer earned the
Atlantic Sun Freshman of the
Week with her performance
at the Coastal Carolina
Tournament with a weekend
total of 37 kills and 36 digs.
Soccer- The weekend
homestand was one to forget
for the Owls, as the team
was shutout in both games
against Furman and Memphis.
On Friday KSU fell to Furman 0-3
and dropped Sunday’s game to
Memphis 0-4. Up next the team
will face UT Martin at home
Friday Sept. 19 at 7 p.m.

SOCCER
vs UT MARTIN
FRIDAY, 9/19
7 PM
KENNESAW, GA

19
20

VOLLEYBALL
vs ST. FRANCIS COLLEGE
SATURDAY, 9/20

TENNIS

STONY BROOK, NY

KENNESAW, GA

SOCCER
vs SAMFORD
SUNDAY, 9/21
1 PM
BIRMINGHAM, AL

21
23

DAUFUSKIE ISLAND, SC

Matt Boggs | The Sentinel
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KSU TOURNAMENT
FRIDAY, 9/20

21

GOLF
REES JONES INVITATIONAL
FRIDAY, 9/20
DAUFUSKIE ISLAND, SC

GOLF
REES JONES INVITATIONAL
FRIDAY, 9/20

Anaiah Boyer won the A-Sun Freshman
of the Week award after her performance
at the Coastal Carolina Tournament

19

VOLLEYBALL
vs W. MICHIGAN 2 PM
vs STONY BROOK 7 PM
FRIDAY, 9/19
STONY BROOK, NY

SCHEDULE

TENNIS

19

KSU TOURNAMENT
FRIDAY, 9/19
KENNESAW, GA

OWL
SCHEDULES

AROUND
THE NEST

Men’s Golf- The men’s
golf team finished tied for
fourth place at the Tar Heel
Collegiate in Chapel Hill,
North Carolina. The team
finished the three-round
tournament at even-par 864.
Senior Jimmy Beck led the
Owls with a 6-under par 210
score that was good enough
to be tied for fourth place.
Sophomore Teremoana
Beaucousin finished tied for
sixth at 5-under par 211 and
freshman Fredrik Nilehn carded
a 1-under par 215 while playing
as an individual and finished
tied for 19th.
Men’s Tennis- Sophomore
David Durham won
two matches at the
Southern Intercollegiate
Championships over
players from the College
of Charleston and Georgia.
Alejandro Valencia earned a
trip to the finals match at the
USC Upstate Invitational in
Spartanburg, South Carolina
after grabbing two victories.
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